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Abstract

Femoral nerve blockade is the most widely performed lower limb block. Methods of femoral nerve blockade are briefly reviewed with particular reference to ultrasound guidance.
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Introduction

Femoral nerve blockade is widely practiced by physicians in a variety of circumstances, i.e. analgesia for femur fractures in pre-hospital medicine [1], in the accident and emergency departments and in the clinical setting of perioperative care [2]. Femoral nerve blockade is likely to be the most widely performed lower limb block.

Anatomy

The femoral nerve is a terminal branch of the lumbar plexus [3]. It arises from the ventral rami of the second, third and fourth lumbar nerves and it descends through the substance of the psoas major muscle, emerging from the muscle at the lower part of its lateral border. It runs in the gutter of the iliopsoas muscle under the fascia iliaca, it then passes behind the inguinal ligament and enters the femoral triangle. At this level the fascia along the internal aspect of the iliopsoas thickens to form the iliopectineal band that separates the femoral vessels from the nerve.

The femoral nerve divides into superficial and deep terminal branches in the femoral triangle [4]. The superficial branches include the lateral musculocutaneous nerve which innervates the sartorius muscle and the skin of the anterior thigh; and the medial musculocutaneous nerve which divides to innervate the pectineus muscle, the articular surface of the acetabulum, and skin of the medial thigh.

The deep branches comprise the saphenous nerve and the branches which innervate the quadriceps muscles - rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis and vastus intermedius muscles. The saphenous nerve is sensory only and supplies the skin of the medial leg as far as the medial malleolus. In the thigh it descends with the nerve to the vastus medialis muscle.

Applied anatomy

Dermatomal innervation

Femoral nerve blockade results in anaesthesia of the skin of the antero-medial thigh (femoral nerve), knee (femoral nerve) and the medial border of the leg (saphenous nerve).
Myotomal innervation

The main muscles innervated by the femoral nerve are the sartorius, quadriceps femoris (rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, intermedius and medialis), as well as the iliopsoas and pectineus muscles.

Osteotomal innervation

The femoral nerve innervates the anterior wall of the hip joint, the anterior aspect of the femur and the antero-medial walls of the knee joint.

Indications

Analgesia in the following scenarios
- Fractured neck/shaft of femur
- Hip joint (following total hip replacement)
- Knee joint (following anterior cruciate ligament repair, total knee replacement)

Anaesthesia. Alone: skin graft from the anterior aspect of the thigh, muscle biopsy
- In combination with a popliteal block (any procedure on the foot and lower leg), with high sciatic and obturator blocks (any procedure on the lower limb)

Targeted femoral nerve block

The femoral nerve is situated most superficially at the level of inguinal crease, although its relative depth may vary [3]. Femoral nerve blockade has been attempted blindly in the past, with a sharp needle, 1-1.5 cm laterally from the femoral pulse. Paraesthesia technique followed, based on eliciting paraesthesia in the femoral innervation area. Peripheral nerve stimulation techniques have the added benefit of targeting more precisely the nerve while minimizing potential nerve injury. The classical endpoint for injection in the case nerve stimulator guided femoral block is the ‘dancing patella’ sign, i.e. quadriceps contraction [2].

Fascia iliaca (iliacus) compartment block – an indirect femoral nerve block

Following an injection under the fascia iliaca in the inguinal region (iliacus or fascia iliaca block), anaesthetic solution is distributed to the femoral nerve (>90%), lateral femoral cutaneous nerve (>85%) and occasionally to the genito-femoral nerve.

The fascia iliaca block was initially described in children and then extrapolated to adults. The main landmark for its performance is the inguinal ligament outlined by a line connecting the anterior superior iliac spine and the pubic tubercle. The needle insertion point is approximately one cm below of the junction between the outer on-third and inner two-thirds of this line. Block performance is based on the highly unreliable ‘two pop’ feel as a result of piercing the fascia lata and the fascia iliaca [5].

Sonoanatomy

The femoral nerve block is ideally suited for ultrasound guidance with a high frequency (>10 MHz) linear probe because of the relatively superficial position of the femoral nerve [6, 7]. Distal to the inguinal ligament, the femoral nerve lies lateral to the femoral artery, deep to the fascia iliaca, on the anterior aspect of the iliopsoas muscle (fig 1). The artery is easily located due to its pulsation and/or flow identified by doppler (fig 2, fig 3). The femoral nerve is often found within a triangular hyperchoic region, lateral to the femoral artery and superficial to the iliopsoas muscle. The femoral nerve may be quite thin and flat in this region as the nerve fans out into multiple branches. The nerve may also appear as a biconvex or oval hyperechoic structure.

From superficial to deep, the fascia lata is first encountered, then the fascia iliaca (hyperechoic line). Iinguinal lymph nodes also appear hyperechoic and hence may be confused with the nerve in the short axis view. A nerve is a continuous structure that can be traced (by scanning proximally and distally) while a lymph node is not and can be seen only in a discrete location.

The ultimate aim is to deposit local anaesthetic solution adjacent to the femoral nerve in order to ensure a successful block. Similarly to other ultrasound guided blocks, an aggressive and a more conservative approach may be described. The first would typically aim to surround the femoral nerve with a pool of local anaesthetic (often referred to as the ‘doughnut sign’), and would correspond to the classical femoral nerve block (fig 4). Ultrasound guidance, through a more precise injection has allowed for a reduction of the effective local anaesthetic dose. The conservative approach would correspond to the classical fascia iliaca block, i.e. injecting at a distance from the nerve under the fascia iliaca and observing the spread of local anaesthetic solution towards the femoral nerve. Due to contrast enhancement, following injection of the hypoechoic local anaesthetic, often the hyperechoic femoral nerve becomes more prominent (fig 5).

Ultrasound guidance may facilitate peripheral nerve blockade in many ways, including visualization of the
neural target and its surrounding structures, assessment of adequate needle-tip position, observation of local anaesthetic spread around the target nerve, identification of anomalous anatomy or pathology. Ultrasound guidance holds the potential to minimize complications associated with peripheral nerve blockade such as nerve injury or inadvertent intravascular injection of local anaesthetics. However, no clinical studies exist to confirm or refute these potential advantages of ultrasound guidance, and both nerve injury and intravascular injection has occurred despite its use. In addition the technique is highly operator dependent [8].

Visualization of nerves with ultrasound depends on the operator’s ability to properly locate the nerve, handle the transducer, maximize the ultrasound machine capability (e.g., the choice of transducer frequency, proper adjustment of depth, focus and gain and the use of com-
Needling requires considerable hand-eye coordination [9].

**Single shot**

**Out of plane needle insertion technique**

A 5 cm 22 G insulated needle (preferably with an echogenic tip design) is inserted perpendicular to the transducer and the ultrasound beam (fig 6a). In this case, only the cross section of the needle shaft (a white dot) may be observed during needle advancement. It can be technically challenging to track the location of the needle tip during out of plane needle insertion. Gentle scanning over the needle may prove useful. Injection of a small amount of fluid e.g., glucose 5% or local anaesthetic (hydrolocalization) may expand the femoral triangle and the hypoechoic fluid collection can bring the hyperechoic nerve and the fascia iliaca into view [7]. Correct needle tip location may be confirmed by electrical stimulation aiming for patellar movement.

**In plane needle insertion technique**

The in plane approach is most commonly used for femoral nerve block by aligning the block needle with the ultrasound beam (fig 2, 3, 5, 7). The needle shaft and tip can be visualized distinctly but it may take a longer time to align the needle with the beam compared to the out of plane approach. Also, depending on the depth of femoral nerve, a longer needle may be required.

**Fascia iliaca block**

In essence this is an indirect femoral nerve block (fig 7). Traditionally, a blunt needle has been used to perform a ‘two pop’ technique at the junction of lateral one third and medial two thirds of the inguinal ligament. With ultrasound, whether using and in plane or out of plane approach at couple of centimeters laterally from the neurovascular bundle, the aim is to pierce both fascia lata and fascia iliaca and observe the spread of local anaesthetic solution medially towards the femoral nerve. Higher volumes of local anaesthetic solution may be necessary [5].

---

Fig 6. Sequence of catheter insertion; a) top left: out of plane puncture adjacent to femoral nerve; b) top right: probe turned to visualize nerve in long axis, catheter inserted through needle appears alongside the nerve; c) bottom left: catheter tip confirmed by injecting 1 mL of air; d) bottom right: correct position of catheter confirmed with opacification
Catheter technique

Duration of analgesia may be extended beyond the pharmacologic effect of a single shot injection using perineural indwelling catheters through which local anesthetic solution may be administered up to 72 hours [10]. Regimens include repeated bolus, continuous infusions or patient controlled bolus with or without a background infusion of local anesthetic solutions. Risk of infection may be minimized by strictly adhering to sterility guidelines (mask, sterile gown, gloves, ultrasound probe sheat and gel, antiseptic solution, etc).

Several technical issues are specific to continuous perineural catheter placement [11, 12]. The optimal method is still unknown. Herein we illustrate the technique most often used at our institution (fig 6) whereby the nerve (in short axis) is approached through an out of plane needle insertion using a catheter through needle technique (fig 6a). Local anesthetic solution may be injected at this point to dilate the perineural space. This will facilitate further visualization of the nerve and the actual catheter insertion and advancement. The next manoeuvre is to turn the ultrasound probe aiming to visualize both the nerve in long axis and the needle in plane (fig 6b, c, 8). In this view the catheter may be visualized appearing through the needle tip and positioning itself alongside the nerve (fig 9). A small volume of air may be injected to confirm the location of the catheter tip (fig 10). The ultimate confirmation, although not performed routinely, is opacification of the catheter (fig 6d). Alternatively, the catheter may be inserted blindly through the needle and its position subsequently confirmed using ultrasound as described (fig 11, 12).

Fig 7. Needle in plane, femoral nerve in short axis, local anaesthetic being deposited around it (needle tip at distance from nerve, conservative approach). LA local anaesthetic solution

Fig 8. Needle approaching in plane, femoral nerve visualised in long axis. LA local anaesthetic solution

Fig 9. The echogenic catheter parallel to femoral nerve in longitudinal view

Fig 10. Correct position of catheter tip verified with injection of an air bubble
Future directions

Currently, research is ongoing with regards to minimal efficient local anaesthetic dose and volume, with regards to the effect of different distribution patterns of local anaesthetic around nerves, finding the best delivery, dosing strategy and drug combinations for perineural infusions to mention but a few. Similarly, the ideal local anaesthetic is still awaited, to provide prolonged selective sensory blockade with no motor block.

In conclusion, a simple technique is described to perform a femoral nerve block using ultrasound guidance. With increasingly available ultrasound machines it is conceivable that this technique will become standard practice in the near future. However, adherence to standard monitoring, asepsis, prevention of complications and immediate availability of emergency drugs should not be underestimated.
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